After being in the market for nearly 30 years, Toptech’s TMS is known for being extremely reliable and flexible. Account for every drop of product by taking control of product movements into and out of your facility. Use standard reports to track load rack activity by account, carrier, product, or meter.

TMS6’s modular design supports different equipment, even on the same load rack. Easily link Toptech’s TMS with services for data analytics, customer onboarding, allocations and more. Use integrated toolsets to provide your customers with advantageous operational information. Enjoy robust interfaces to popular 3rd party applications for railcar movement and transaction processing.

TMS6 is ideal for a variety of terminaling applications and can handle an unlimited number of drivers, carriers and customers. It doesn’t matter if you operate a single terminal or many; TMS6 delivers everything you expect and more.

**FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS**

Terminal Balancing | Flexible Data Hierarchy | Lifting Controls | Host & EDI Interfaces

- **INVENTORY MANAGEMENT**
  TMS6’s stock accounting module provides features for co-mingled inventory management of product owned by multiple stockholders using combined storage. For bulk manual transactions, inbound and outbound ATG levels can be automatically tracked for product quantity, reducing manual labor and error.

- **PRODUCT QUALITY MONITORING (PQM)**
  PQM works to ensure equipment failures and device inconsistencies aren’t causing bad product quality to leave your facility. Use this feature to prevent drivers from leaving the facility if product is not in spec and allow operators to correct the load.
TMS6
Terminal Management System

ADDITIONAL FEATURES & BENEFITS:

Facility Status & Control
View the status of all load racks, BOL print stations, driver staging areas, load bays and more

Tax Module
Every transaction now supports tax codes for seamless operations

Stock
VRU (vapor recovery unit), comingle stock, dewatering of stock, disposal of stock, gain/loss product management and gain/loss additive management

Modules for Support of Loading/Offloading Processes
Supports shipments, contracts, rack pickup, load ID, emergency shipments and more

EMCS
Automated customs declarations to eliminate the stress of moving product from country to country

EDI Management
Provide your customers and their customers easy access to transaction information

PIDX 5
Meets PIDX 5 standards for secure data transfer

Multilingual Translations
Easily translate TMS6 into any left-to-right language

Product Measurements
Supports off-scale and on-scale measurements for trucks and rail

Questions? Call US 1-407-332-1774 or EU +32 (0)3 250 60 60
www.toptech.com